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EDK Bank of Germany – Credit Risk Analysis 

 

Case Details 

A loan manager at Erstes Darlehen und Kredit (EDK) Bank (First Loan & Credit Bank) of Germany, 

Nina Pritchard, is requesting a statistical model to help her department determine which loan 

applicants are creditable, i.e. most likely to repay their loans. Typically, an applicant’s demographic 

and socio-economic profiles are considered by loan managers before a decision is made. Nina’s 

approach is to work with a team, usually members who can provide her with different kinds of 

information and use that information to minimize the risk so that the bank’s profit is maximized.  

The German and EU guidelines for credit risk analysis are quite stringent but lately there has been a 

move towards loosening the guidelines to be more inclusive in providing loans and towards utilizing 

new datasets and analysis techniques, including data mining and machine learning, to arrive at 

decisions. Since not all analytical approaches are allowed by regulators, the decision-making process 

can be complex. EDK was founded to leverage these newer rules and regulations to provide credit 

and loans largely to first time applicants who might not be served by other banks or it might take 

them a long time to get approved.  

As a relatively new and small bank EDK outsources many of its services and expertise to outside 

consultants from across the industry. This helps them keep their costs low and serve consumers in 

small cities and towns and those who are usually underserved by large banks due to their risk profile. 

EDK, when it was formed, undertook detailed analyses, and determined that many of the applicants 

who were denied credit by larger banks had a decent risk profile and were not likely to default on 

their loans. Servicing them required additional due diligence and the ability to use data in new ways 

that many traditional banks were unwilling to do.  

Nina has sent an urgent request to her team for information on one applicant, Murat Yilmaz, as the 

30-day deadline for making the decision on Yilmaz’s application was fast approaching. There were 

many applicants with similar characteristics and Nina was hoping that working on this application 

closely would also help her make better decisions on similar cases. In particular, she was interested 

in the probability that Yilmaz would be able to repay the loan in full and she wanted to understand 

what parameters of the applicant’s profile are the best predictor of repayment. If she could develop a 

good model to understand the driving factors (or driver variables) behind loan default, then EDK can 

utilize this knowledge for its portfolio and risk assessment. Nina knows that she must be careful as 

she develops this model to prevent biases and although risk mitigation is important, it is equally 

crucial not to discriminate against applicants due to demographic factors. She realized the system 

appeared to be approving male applicants over females. Murat was greenlighted, but another 

applicant with similar profile, Sabrina Mann was denied.  

To assist her with the decision on Yilmaz’s application and to develop a better understanding of how 

to approach this task, Nina has asked the following people to provide her their individual opinion on 

the topic and to discuss the issue and reach some form of consensus recommendation on whether 

Yilmaz’s loan should be approved or declined. She has also shared with them a dataset that she has 

created with the information they can use to make the decision.  
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Here is the team of experts that is assisting Nina:  

Michael Rhode is a Data Analyst at EDK and works closely with Nina on collecting the data and putting 

into good shape for analysis. Although he has some experiences and expertise with data analysis, it is a 

skill he has acquired by playing around with data on his own time. Primarily he is a database person and 

before joining EDK he worked as a data administrator for a large bank for over a decade. His other 

expertise is in data security and at EDK he is admired and valued for ensuring that their data remains 

secure. He is a traditionalist who appreciates data quality over everything else – it’s not data but good 

data that matters.  

Claudia Müller is an Underwriting Specialist whose primary role is to ascertain that all the documentation 

and paperwork submitted by an applicant is appropriate and comprehensive. After working in medium 

and larger credit organizations for over two decades, she now works as a consultant, and EDK is one of 

her largest clients. She is committed to their success and having experienced myriad of ways in which 

loan applicants are rejected, often because of loopholes in the system, she is also committed to finding 

new ways to be more inclusive. She knows credit data well and is always willing to learn about new ways 

to get more information from that data.  

Thomas Schmidt is the Chief Credit Innovation Officer at EDK. He is new to EDK and has been hired for 

his reputation to come up with innovative financial products with huge profit margins. He is an aggressive 

marketer and believes in selling his ideas both internally and externally and is on a mission to convince 

Nina, and others, to use Machine Learning techniques to get more out of data and to move towards 

collecting or buying other datasets of applicants’ digital footprints to make the best decisions for EDK. 

By best he means most profitable and with the lowest risk. No matter what the issue, his agenda is clear – 

profits.  

Anja Fischer is a Research Analyst at a financial technology company which focuses on using artificial 

intelligence for making banking decisions. The company is a stealth-mode start-up and EDK is both a 

client but also a partner organization where they are hoping to put a lot of their ideas and algorithms to 

test. Their start-up is hoping to use their seed funding to prove that they can increase profitability for 

credit organizations while at the same time ensure that the process is fair and can easily pass scrutiny by 

regulatory agencies. She is especially interested in creating a process flow that allows for transparency in 

their decision making. She often finds herself in a situation where she must balance profit-making 

tendency with a social justice goal.  

Stefani Meyer is a Loan Process Regulatory Officer in the central regulatory authority and works for their 

new office formed to better regulate algorithmic decision-making for lending. The regulatory authority 

serves as a third-party to certify technology and ensure that it meets the criteria for being fair and just. 

Stefani has worked almost a decade as a regulator but has been busy trying to keep up on all the new 

forms of data available to credit companies and their use of algorithms for decision-making. She was 

originally trained as a mathematician and has a graduate degree in statistics. She has a strong foundation 

but finds it hard to understand new techniques. Right now, her only goal is to avoid a major mistake by 

approving or denying something that proves to be severely problematic.  

Kwame Alexander is Director of AI in Finance at Berlin Institute of AI Ethics (BIAIE) and previously 

worked at the Google offices in Amsterdam. He is an expert on Machine Learning and Data Mining with 

a PhD from University College, London. While living in the Netherlands he volunteered at a refugee 

center to assist asylum seekers with their paperwork and realized that lack of access to credit was a major 

barrier for settling refugees in a country. In his spare time, while working at Google, he took courses to 

better understand the finance space and he jumped at the opportunity join BIAIE. He is currently working 

on methods to improve transparency of lending algorithms. 
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